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The City of Damascus, through a Goal 5 Planning grant from the Oregon Department of Land 
Conservation and Development, retained a consultant team led by Winterbrook Planning to 
conduct an inventory of natural resources within the city limits.  The inventory addresses the 
following natural resources: wetlands, riparian corridors, wildlife habitats, groundwater 
resources, and Oregon scenic waterways.  This inventory addresses Statewide Planning Goal 5, 
which requires local governments in Oregon to protect natural resources and conserve scenic and 
historic areas and open spaces.  The inventory is part of the City’s efforts to address long-term 
growth management goals and to complete a Comprehensive Plan for the new City, which was 
incorporated in November, 2004. 
 
This report is a companion to the Damascus Goal 7 Natural Hazards Inventory Report, submitted 
under separated cover.  The report begins with a review of study area characteristics, public 
involvement and agency coordination efforts.  Each resource is then addressed individually, 
beginning with a brief overview, a review of inventory methods, a summary of inventory results, 
and a review of significance determinations.  Site-specific documentation on the location, 
quantity, and quality of individual sites is provided in the maps and appendices to this report.  
Report appendices also include a glossary of terms, list of references, and staff qualifications. 
 
The inventory maps show the location and extent of significant wetlands, riparian corridors and 
wildlife habitat areas, as well as their impact areas.  The maps also identify significant 
groundwater resources and scenic waterways, as identified by the State. 
 
The Goal 5 inventory and associated maps provide the basis for subsequent steps in the 
Comprehensive Planning process.  As part of that process, the consequences of alternative 
conservation and development strategies will be weighed, and after a public review process 
concluding with public hearings, the City’s elected policy makers will decide what type of 
conservation program is appropriate for inventoried resources.   
 
 
Summary of Findings 
 
The following is a brief synopsis of key findings of the Damascus Natural Resource Inventory, 
including the recommendations from the Natural Features Topic Specific Team (a representative 
group of Damascus residents).  Methods for collecting information for these reports included 
analyzing existing maps and other data from Clackamas County, Metro, Department of State 
Lands, Department of Environmental Quality, and other public agencies as well as onsite 
fieldwork where local property owners granted access.  The inventory was completed to address 
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Twenty-six wetlands were identified within the City, in addition to numerous “possible 
wetlands” of less than one-half acre in size.  Wetlands were evaluated against the state’s wetland 
significance criteria as well as two additional criteria that the Natural Features TST 
recommended.   
 
Significance Outcome 
 23 wetlands were determined to be significant. Total area of significant wetlands is 




Twenty riparian sites were identified along streams and rivers.  These sites included reaches of 
Noyer, Richardson and Rock Creeks, which are tributaries to the Clackamas River, and 
Sunshine, Kelley and Badger Creeks, which are tributaries to Johnson Creek. 
 
Significance Outcome 
 All mapped streams are considered significant for the purpose of Goal 5, as 
recommended by the Natural Features TST.  Total area of significant riparian corridors is 




Twenty-one habitat sites were identified within the City.  The inventory followed an integrated 
approach which incorporated wetland, riparian and upland habitats.  On the recommendation of 
the Natural Features TST, significance thresholds were established and habitats were ranked 
based on a three-tiered set of evaluation factors. 
 
Significance Outcome 
 Significant wildlife habitat includes significant wetlands and riparian corridors, and 
mapped upland habitats meeting minimum thresholds for size and other factors.  Total 
area of significant wildlife habitat is 3,337.82 acres or 32 percent of land within 
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Significance Outcome 
 Much of Damascus is included in one of the three categories of groundwater that 
qualifies as significant under Goal 5.  This category is the “limited groundwater area” 
designated by the Oregon Water Resources Commission.  The total area of significant 
groundwater resources (i.e., limited groundwater areas) in Damascus is 8,805 acres or 85 




There is one designated Oregon Scenic Waterway (OSW) within the City.  This OSW is the 
Clackamas River, upstream of the Carver Bridge.  
 
Significance Outcome 
 The Clackamas River OSW and its “related adjacent land” (land within one-quarter mile) 
is considered significant under Goal 5.  The total area of significant Oregon Scenic 
Waterway in Damascus is 235 acres or 2 percent of the City. 
 
 
Study Area Overview 
 
The City of Damascus is located in northern Clackamas County, south of Gresham and the 
Pleasant Valley area, and east of Happy Valley.  The City includes the community of Carver to 
the southwest and borders the Clackamas River to the south in this area.  Highway 212 traverses 
the City from east to west, and defines the city limits in certain locations (see Figure 1). 
 
The study area for the Natural Features Inventory is generally defined as the City Limits, with a 
total size of 10,333 acres1.  The city/study area extends outside the Urban Growth Boundary to 




Weather patterns generally move west to east across the region, originating in the Pacific Ocean 
and crossing the Coast Range and the Willamette River valley before reaching Damascus.  The 
region’s climate is greatly tempered by the winds from the Pacific Ocean.  The closest National 
Weather Service to the study area is the Troutdale Station, where annual average precipitation is 
approximately 42.94 inches, more than 87 percent of which falls between October and May.  
From November through January, monthly precipitation averages approximately six inches.2 
 
                                                 
1 This area was calculated using GIS based on the original City boundary provided in September 2006.  Some 
refinements to the boundary have occurred since then, and the area of the City likely has changed. 
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Locally, temperatures, winds and rainfall vary with elevation, slope aspect, and degree of 
vegetative cover.  The Happy Valley/Scouter’s Mountain buttes create a mild rain shadow effect, 
with slightly lower rainfall east of the ridge on the leeward slopes and lowlands in Damascus.  
 
Precipitation during the course of the field inventory was generally consistent with the average 
for the area; however, November 2006 rainfall of more than 12 inches was nearly double the 
average for the month.  Table 1 shows a comparison of rainfall averages with actual levels for 
the six month period beginning in October 2006. 
 













































Table 2 shows daily rainfall measurements beginning approximately two weeks before the field 
work began (February 22) and continuing through the first three weeks of April.  Actual and 
average rainfall for the two weeks prior to each on-site wetland sample site is recorded on the 
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The study area is comprised of three basic landforms: the steeper East Buttes/ Boring Lava 
Domes complex and their immediate slopes (including the upper Rock and Kelley Creek 
drainages), the inter-butte valleys with low to moderate gradient drainages (Damascus Town 
Centre, upper Noyer and Sunshine Creek areas), and the Clackamas River valley characterized 
by steep valley margins and stream canyons (e.g., Richardson and Noyer Creeks).  
 
Ground elevations within the study area range between 80 feet (NGVD) along the Clackamas 
River at Carver, to 530 feet in the town center area, to 1,129 feet at the top of North Butler Butte 




The City is split between two major drainage basins: the Clackamas River and Johnson Creek.  
Approximately three quarters (7,765 acres) of the City is located in the Clackamas basin, with 
one quarter (2,568 acres) located in the Johnson Creek basin. 
 
Within the larger Clackamas River basin are four sub-basins: Deep Creek, Noyer Creek, 
Richardson Creek and Rock Creek.  Within the Johnson Creek basin are three sub-basins: 
Badger Creek, Kelley Creek and Sunshine Creek.  These basins are shown on the Wetlands and 
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Table 3. Damascus Sub-basins and Acreages 
Subwatersheds Basin Area (acres) 
Badger Creek 121 
Clackamas River  595 
Deep Creek 292 
Kelley Creek 425 
Noyer Creek  1,326 
Richardson Creek 2,048 
Rock Creek 3,504 
Sunshine Creek 2,022 
TOTAL 10,333 
 
The existing drainage system has been modified in areas, primarily by agricultural activities, but 
remains a largely natural hydrologic system.  The drainage system includes many areas of 
ditches and culverts, but natural or mostly natural streams and drainages predominate.  
Floodplains cover a relatively small area (140 acres) of the City along the Clackamas River 
lowlands.  Areas of seasonally perched water tables are common throughout the City, however, 
and in certain areas such as Sunshine Creek, winter rains often trigger local flooding.  Efforts to 
improve drainage caused by this shallow, perched water table have included the installation of 




Geologic events leading to the formation of the Damascus area began more than 17 million years 
ago during the Miocene period.  Volcanic fissures far to the east began discharging hundreds of 
cubic miles of molten lava that flowed through an ancient Columbia River Gorge, flooding the 
Willamette River valley.  The solidified lava, Columbia River Basalt, covered the Scappoose 
Formation, a siltstone and shale deposit formed 22 million years ago when the region was 
submerged under marine waters. 
 
The Columbia River Basalt is locally overlain by sandstone and shale deposits known as the 
Troutdale Formation.  This formation has two distinct compositions: the lower facies consists of 
gravels containing quartzite, schists and granites which tie it to the ancestral Columbia River; the 
upper facies is primarily sandstone of basaltic origin, presumably eroded from the Cascades. 
 
The Damascus buttes are volcanic in origin, formed several hundred thousand years ago when a 
group of shield and cinder cone volcanoes erupted across the lower Willamette Valley.  These 
now-dormant volcanoes are comprised mainly of high-aluminia basalts, but locally contain ash, 
cinders and other materials.  The basalts are similar to those of Mount Hood and other Cascade 
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Later, silts were eroded from the Columbia River floodplain, carried down the gorge, and wind-
deposited on the Damascus buttes and valleys.  The massive Bretz Floods (a.k.a. Missoula 
Floods) between 12,000 to 19,000 years ago eroded this silt away from areas below 
approximately 300 feet, replacing it with lacustrine deposits of silt and sand as the flood waters 




Soils in the Damascus study area belong to two primary soil groups: Cascade-Powell and 
Bornstedt-Cottrell.  Cascade silt loam is the dominant soil covering nearly half of the City and 
generally located north of Sunnyside Road and Highway 212.  This soil is somewhat poorly 
drained soil formed in silty material and underlain by a cemented (hardpan) layer. Bornstedt silt 
loam covers some 2,300 acres of the City.  It is located in the southern part of the City and 
generally south of the Cascade silt loam soils. 
 
Table 4 provides a summary of key features of the soils within Damascus.  These features 
include slope, drainage class, hydric soils, and erosion potential.  The total area of the soil type 
within the study area is also provided.  Figure 2 provides a map of the soil types within the study 
area.  The source of the information is the Natural Resources Conservation Service (formerly 
Soil Conservation Service).  Acreages in the table below were calculated using GIS. 
 
Table 4. Damascus Soil Characteristics 
Soil series Map unit Slope Drainage class Hydric Erosion Potential Acres 
Aloha silt loam 1A 0-3% somewhat poorly drained no slight 3.15 
Amity silt loam 3 0-3% somewhat poorly drained no slight 17.94 
Borges silty clay loam 7B 0-8% poorly drained yes slight 46.35 
Bornstedt silt loam 8B, C, D 0-8, 8-15, 15-30% moderately well drained no slight to severe 2,328.93 
Cascade silt loam 13B, C, D, E 3-8, 8-15, 15-30, 30-60% somewhat poorly drained no slight to severe 4,783.40 
Cascade silt loam, 
Stony substratum 14C, D, E 3-15, 15-30, 30-60% somewhat poorly drained no slight to severe 496.18 
Coloquato silt loam 19 0-3% well drained no moderate 47.87 
Cornelius silt loam 23B 3-8% moderately well drained no slight 11.54 
Delena silt loam 30C 3-12% poorly drained yes slight 540.37 
Hardscrabble silt loam 36B, C 2-7, 7-20% somewhat poorly drained no slight to moderate 24.10 
Huberly silt loam 41 0-3% poorly drained yes slight 33.16 
Jory silty clay loam 45 8-15% well drained no slight 3.72 
Klickitat stony loam 51E 30-60% well drained no severe 23.68 
Newberg loam 68 0-3% somewhat excessively drained no slight 42.53 
Pits 69 - - - - 21.80 
Powell silt loam 70B, C, D 0-8, 8-15, 15-30% somewhat poorly drained no slight to severe 986.29 
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Soil series Map unit Slope Drainage class Hydric Erosion Potential Acres 
moderate 
Riverwash 73 0-3% - yes N/A 19.55 
Salem silt loam 76B, C 0-7, 7-12% well drained no slight to moderate 29.10 
Salem gravelly silt loam 77B 0-7% well drained no slight 2.26 
Saum silt loam 78B, C, D, E 3-8, 8-15, 15-30, 30-60% well drained no slight to severe 318.85 
Wapato silt loam 83 0-3% poorly drained yes slight 8.34 
Wapato silty clay loam 84 0-3% poorly drained yes slight 33.42 
Woodburn silt loam 91B, C 3-8, 8-15% moderately well drained no slight to moderate 124.72 
Xerochrepts and 
Heploxerolls 92F 20-60% well drained no severe 317.95 
 
Public Involvement and Agency Coordination 
 
Public Involvement  
 
Public involvement and outreach for the Damascus Natural Feature Inventory project began in 
the fall, 2006 and continued through June, 2007.  Articles about the project were published in 
The Observer beginning in late 2006.  As part of the City’s visioning process, a series of “What 
Makes Sense” meetings were held in November.  At these meetings, participants were 
introduced to the Natural Features project.   
 
In November, 2006, a landowner notice was prepared with input from the City Council and DSL.  
In December, the letter was sent to approximately 1,500 potentially affected landowners, and 
related information was published in The Observer and on City website.  The letter included an 
invitation to a series of Open Houses in January 2007 and described ways that property owners 
and other interested parties could become involved in the project.  The letter also included a 
right-of-entry request for landowners whose property might potentially contain natural resources 
or natural hazards.  The City prepared a spreadsheet identifying the access status of all potential 
Goal 5 and Goal 7 properties, with contact information where provided.  Landowner contacts and 
property visits occurred between February and May, 2007.  Field visits consisted primarily of 
visual observations of natural resource conditions.  Where potential wetlands were observed, 
small soil sample holes were hand dug to assess wetland characteristics; these holes were then 
backfilled before leaving the site. 
 
Two city-wide Open Houses were held in January, 2007 with members of the City Council, DSL 
and DLCD present.  The Open Houses provided information about the process, status and 
preliminary findings for Goal 5 resources and Goal 7 hazards based on available information.  
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and oral public comments were noted.  The draft maps were also posted on the City’s website 
and at City Hall.  Follow-up articles on the public meetings were published in The Observer. 
 
A Natural Features Topic Specific Team (Natural Features TST) was established to review the 
inventory work and make recommendations on the guidelines and criteria for determining 
resource significance.  The Natural Features TST is an advisory committee to the City Council.  
The committee was composed of a representative group of six citizens from the Damascus 
community, chaired by Larry Thompson.  The City attracted members to serve on the TST 
through the City’s website, notice in The Observer, announcements at the January open houses, 
and invitations to participants in previous city planning meetings such as the coffee klatches and 
summer socials.  Committee meetings were held between March and June, 2007.  Meetings were 
open to the public and included opportunities for public comment.  Meeting agendas and 
summaries were posted on the City website. 
 
Three city-wide Open Houses were held in May, 2007 with members of the Natural Features 
TST, City Council, DSL and DLCD present.  Notice for the meetings went to the approximately 
1,500 landowners contacted originally, and was posted in The Observer, on the City’s website, 
and at City Hall.  The Open Houses provided information about the inventory process, input 
from the public and the Natural Features TST to date, and the draft findings from the field work.  
Draft inventory maps showing Goal 5 resources and Goal 7 hazards were presented at the 
meetings.  These maps were also posted on the City’s website and at City Hall, with related 
articles appearing in The Observer.  Public comments were reviewed and follow-up site visits 
were performed in late May 2007. 
 
Updated and revised maps were then prepared reflecting the input received from the public and 
the recommendations from the Natural Features TST, which held its last meeting on June 6, 
2007.  These maps were then revised based on the TST comments and delivered to the City 
together with the Goal 5 and Goal 7 inventory reports.  A City Council work session was held on 
July 17, 2007 to review the inventory and maps, and to receive the recommendations from the 
Natural Features TST. 
 
Additional public meetings and open houses are planned for subsequent steps in the Goal 5 and 7 




The consultant team coordinated with public agencies throughout the inventory process.  
Representatives from several agencies also attended the public open houses in January and May.  
Agencies contacted included the following: 
 
 Clackamas County; 
 Metro (Parks, Greenspaces, Data Resources); 
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 Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW); 
 Oregon Department of Forestry (DOF); 
 Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD); 
 Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI); 
 Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation (ODPR); 
 Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL);  
 Oregon Water Resources Department (WRD); and 
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The Damascus Local Wetland Inventory 
(LWI) provides maps and information about 
wetlands throughout the City and will serve as 
a planning tool for balancing the protection of 
wetland functions with other community 
needs as part of the forthcoming 
comprehensive planning process. 
 
The LWI was conducted in three phases to 
support a broad citizen involvement process 
and to allow the fieldwork to occur during the 
preferred spring season.  The first phase of the 
inventory was the planning phase in which 
existing wetland maps and information was 
collected, public meetings were held to review 
this information, and base maps were then 
prepared for the field inventory.  This phase occurred between October, 2006 and January, 2007.  
Phase two of the process included the on-site field inventory, functional assessments, and 
collaboration with the Natural Features citizen committee (TST) to determine wetland 
significance.  This phase occurred between February and May, 2007.   The third phase, between 
May and June, involved another series of public meetings to review preliminary findings, follow-
up field visits to respond to public comments, and preparation of a revised LWI draft for 
submittal to the Department of State Lands (DSL).  A detailed review of the public involvement 
process for this project is provided in the Public Involvement and Agency Coordination section 
of this report. 
 
Once approved by the DSL, the LWI replaces the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) and is 
incorporated into the Statewide Wetlands Inventory.  A LWI fulfills the location and quantity 
information required for Goal 5 inventories, but does not provide quality information.  A wetland 
quality assessment was conducted concurrently with the LWI using the Oregon Freshwater 
Wetland Assessment Methodology (OFWAM) method developed by DSL.  Data collected for 
the LWI will assist local landowners and the City in making decisions about the future growth of 




The inventory of wetlands followed the guidelines and rules for conducting LWIs adopted by 
DSL in 1990, and updated in 2001.  Key elements of the inventory methodology are summarized 
in this section. 
 
A Damascus wetland containing Oregon ash and a 
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Two levels of investigation were conducted for the inventory of wetlands: a review of existing 
information and a field inventory. 
 
Review of Existing Information 
 
A review of existing literature, maps, and other materials was conducted to identify wetlands or 
site characteristics indicative of wetlands within the Damascus planning area.  The review of 
existing information is summarized in a January 18, 2007 memorandum, “Review of Best 
Available Data.”3  This information was updated as new data was received from public agencies 
and other sources.  Data received since the preliminary review of available data includes:  
 
 City plat map correction – western part of City (Clackamas County GIS); 
 Fish presence and fish barriers data (Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife); 
 Groundwater Restricted Areas (Oregon Water Resources Department); and 
 Local knowledge of area (obtained from residents and local resource experts during 
course of public involvement process). 
 
Other base sources of information included: 
 
 Clackamas County Soil Survey (NRCS), and lists of hydric soils and soils with hydric 
inclusions;  
 National Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps; 
 FEMA Floodplain maps; 
 DSL wetland determination and permit files;  
 Color aerial photography (RLIS 2006); and 
 Oregon Natural Heritage Information Center data. 
 
The existing information was used as the basis for preparing GIS base maps, which included the 




The inventory methods followed the Oregon Division of State Lands’ (DSL) LWI procedures as 
outlined in OAR 141-86-180 through 240, as amended July 1, 2001. 
 
Where property access was permitted, wetland determinations were made using the Corps of 
Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987).  The manual 
requires independent evidence of three parameters for an area to be declared as wetland: hydric 
soils, hydrophytic vegetation, and wetland hydrology.  Location of sample points and mapping 
conventions followed state LWI standards and were not intended to define the limits of 
regulatory jurisdiction.  Under state guidelines, mapped LWI wetland boundaries are considered 
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accurate to within 25 feet.  A wetland boundary delineation may be needed to determine whether 
state or federal regulations apply to a particular development proposal. 
 
Each inventoried wetland was assigned a unique code based on the subwatershed in which it was 
located.  For example, the subwatershed containing the lower Rock Creek tributary was coded 
“RO-A.”  Wetlands within this subwatershed were then numbered accordingly (e.g., “RO-A-01,” 
“RO-A-02,” etc.). 
 
For wetlands where access was granted, the consultant team typically established between two 
and six sample plots at locations that best characterized the wetland.  Consultants recorded 
information regarding each of the three wetland parameters (i.e., soils, vegetation, and 
hydrology) to distinguish wetlands from non-wetlands.  The LWI map shows the location of 
wetlands and the individual sample plots.  General characteristics of each wetland were 
documented, including approximate wetland size, classification4, soil type, hydrologic source, 
dominant plant species, field dates, field investigators, a summary of the wetland context, and 
other relevant data.  Wetland characteristics were recorded on individual summary sheets 
contained in Appendix C.  Appendix F contains completed Wetland Determination Forms for 
wetlands sampled using the on-site method.5 
 
Wetlands with DSL-approved determinations were field-verified where accessible to determine 
whether wetlands were still present and of the same size and configuration as when delineated.  
Wetland boundaries were verified through visual on-site observation of vegetation and 
hydrology.  In cases where boundaries could not be reliably verified through visual observation, 
sample plots were established.  Where revisions to recorded boundaries were warranted, the 
wetland mapping was adjusted to reflect the approximate current boundary and corresponding 
notations were made in the wetland summary sheets. 
 
In cases where property access was denied, off-site determination methods were employed using 
existing information and maps, and off-site observation from nearby public rights-of-way or 
properties where access was granted.  Areas exhibiting wetland indicators such as wetland 
hydrology or dominant hydrophytic vegetation were noted.  Off-site determinations were based 
on off-site viewing, interpretation based on photo signatures of adjacent wetlands, review of 
topography and soils data, and other available information. 
 
Wetland Function and Condition Assessment 
 
Wetland quality was assessed using the Oregon Freshwater Wetland Assessment Methodology 
(OFWAM).  The OFWAM evaluates the extent to which a wetland performs certain functions 
based on specific characteristics.  It assesses characteristics including wildlife habitat, fish 
habitat, water quality, hydrologic control, education, recreation, sensitivity to impact, 
enhancement potential, and aesthetic quality.  On the suggestion of DSL staff, only the first four 
                                                 
4 This includes both Cowardin and hydrogeomorphic (HGM) classifications as described in Appendix A, Definitions. 
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characteristics (wildlife habitat, fish habitat, water quality and hydrologic control) were assessed 
for this project, as these characteristics have a direct bearing on the wetlands significance 
criteria.  In addition, where a wetland was located on public lands, education functions were also 
assessed to determine whether the wetland was significant as an educational resource. 
 
An OFWAM field form was used to characterize wetlands and address specific functions that 
required field observation.  Data collected in the field included the presence and extent of 
Cowardin classes, vegetative cover, wetland hydrology (source, storage, and discharge), 
character of adjacent water bodies, and other field data essential to the OFWAM assessment.  
The field evaluations were generally conducted from viewing areas near wetland sample plots, or 
from neighboring public rights-of-way where property access was not granted. 
 
The OFWAM assessments were completed in the office using field data, aerial photographs, 
maps, and information gathered from public agencies (e.g., water quality, sensitive species, and 
related resource data).  Several public agencies were contacted, including:  
 
 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ);  
 Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW); 
 Oregon Department of Forestry (DOF); 
 Oregon Natural Heritage Information Center (ORNHIC); and 
 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). 
 
The assessment result is a determination of whether a function is high (intact or diverse), 
moderate (impacted/degraded), or low (lost or not present).  Factors such as size of wetland, 
biological diversity, presence of rare or sensitive species, and adjacent land uses are used in the 
rating system.  These ratings are used in the evaluation of wetland significance; for example, any 
wetland with a “diverse” wildlife habitat function, or an “intact” fish habitat, water quality or 
hydrologic control function meets a criterion for a “locally significant wetland.” 
 
The OFWAM also includes a set of questions to assess whether any wetlands within the study 
area should be considered Wetlands of Special Interest for Protection (WSIP).  The questions 
address whether a wetland is in a management plan, is protected by regulatory rules and statutes, 
or is uncommon in Oregon.  An affirmative answer to any one of the ten questions will place the 
wetland into the WSIP category and management decisions should be made to protect the site. 
 
Following completion of the LWI and the OFWAM functional assessment, all wetlands were 
evaluated against the state’s wetlands significance criteria (OAR 141-086-0350).  In addition to a 
high rating for any of the four functions noted above, the state’s mandatory criteria include 
wetlands that: 
 
 Are located within 1/4-mile of a “water quality limited stream” and have “intact” or 
“impacted or degraded” water quality function;  
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 Are inhabited by any species listed by the federal government as threatened or 
endangered, or listed by the state as sensitive, threatened or endangered; or  
 Have a direct surface water connection to a stream segment mapped by the ODFW as 
habitat for indigenous anadromous salmonids, and have “intact” or “impacted or 
degraded” fish habitat function. 
 
The City’s Natural Features TST recommended that two additional (“optional”) criteria be used 
to determine the significance of wetlands in Damascus.  These criteria are:  
 
 The wetland represents a locally unique native plant community; or 
 The wetland is publicly owned and determined to "have educational uses" using 
OFWAM, and such use by a school or organization is documented for that site. 
 
The following summary and data sheets are contained in the appendices to this report: 
   
 Wetland Characterization Sheets 
 Wetland Assessment Summary Sheets 
 OFWAM Summary Sheets 




Field maps were prepared using 2005 digital color ortho-photographs at a scale of 1 inch = 400 
feet.  All data were geo-referenced with the aerial imagery; the City parcel data were not reliable 
and Clackamas County GIS is in the process of correcting the parcel layer (expected to be 
completed by December 2007).  Information shown on the field maps included existing wetland 
data (including DSL wetland determinations and NWI wetlands), photo-interpreted potential 
wetland sites, hydric soils, streams, water bodies, hydrologic basin boundaries, property 
boundaries, and public rights-of-way. 
 
Wetlands and sample plots were mapped on the field maps and GPS waypoints were taken at 
wetland edges and sample plots, where property access was granted.  A combination of other 
reference points was used in conjunction with GPS waypoints to establish the location and 
perimeter of each wetland polygon and the location of sample plots.  These references included 
property lines (e.g., survey corner markers), streams, building lines, streets, utilities, trees and 
other mapped physical features that could be used to determine location and distances on the 
ground. 
 
Wetland boundaries and sample plots were digitized and registered with the base map in GIS.  
Inventory maps were prepared following the requirements of OAR 141-086-0210 and the Digital 
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The wetland inventory field work was performed between February and June, 2007.  Twenty-six 
wetlands of one-half acre or larger were identified as part of the Local Wetland Inventory 
(Figure 3).  Numerous additional “possible wetlands” were identified and noted on maps, but 
these were generally less than the one-half acre threshold identified by the state.6  Wetlands 
varied in size from approximately 0.7 acre to 27 acres, with a total combined acreage of 
approximately 150 acres.  Wetlands were distributed within six subwatersheds: Badger Creek, 
Clackamas River, Noyer Creek, Richardson Creek, Rock Creek and Sunshine Creek. 
 
Several additional subwatersheds were identified in the study area but did not contain wetlands.  
Subwatersheds are shown on the Wetlands and Water Resources Inventory map (Figure 3).   
Table 5 summarizes the distribution and relative size of wetlands by subwatershed.  The basin 
areas in the table reflect the acreage of the basin located within the study area. 
 
Table 5. Wetland Size by Subwatershed 
Subwatershed Basin Area (acres) Wetland (acres) Percent wetland in basin 
Badger Creek 121 3.71 3.07% 
Clackamas River  595 4.74 0.80% 
Deep Creek 292 0 0.00% 
Kelley Creek 425 0 0.00% 
Noyer Creek  1,326 39.26 2.96% 
Richardson Creek 2,048 12.71 0.62% 
Rock Creek 3,504 60.88 1.74% 
Sunshine Creek 2,022 28.04 1.39% 




Wetlands in the Damascus area fall into two primary (Cowardin) classifications: Palustrine 
Emergent and Palustrine Forested wetlands.  Palustrine Scrub-shrub and Open Water wetlands 
also occur, but in smaller numbers.  These four wetland types are summarized below. 
 
Palustrine Forested Wetlands (PFO)  
 
Forested wetlands generally include wetlands or portions of wetlands dominated by woody 
species over 30 feet in height.  Forested wetlands are distributed primarily in the Noyer and Rock 
Creek basins. 
 
                                                 
6 The “possible wetlands” were mapped according to DSL requirements and are not included in the wetland 
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Forested wetlands in Damascus include a combination of deciduous species dominated by 
Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifola) and black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa v. balsamifera).  
Other common tree species include red alder (Alnus rubra) and western red cedar (Thuja 
plicata).  Understory vegetation varies widely, from native shrub and emergent species to sites 
dominated by reed canarygrass( Phalaris arundinacea).   
 
These wetland habitats generally provide high quality habitat for a wide variety of birds, 
mammals, amphibians and aquatic organisms.  Structural and species diversity is moderately 
high, though limited in areas dominated by a reed canarygrass understory.  
 
Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetlands (PSS) 
 
Scrub-shrub wetlands are transitional habitats characterized by woody species less than 30 feet in 
height.  These wetlands are distributed in small pockets within the Damascus study area.  
 
Scrub-shrub wetlands in Damascus include a wide variety of deciduous species dominated by 
red-osier dogwood (Cornus sericea v. stolonifera), Douglas spirea (Spiraea douglasii), and 
several species of willows (Salix spp.).  Emergent species at these sites tend to be limited in 
diversity and often dominated by reed canarygrass. 
 
These wetland habitats provide food, cover, and nesting habitat for insect-eating bird species 
such as warblers, flycatchers and swallows.  Structural and species diversity is low to moderate. 
 
Palustrine Emergent Wetlands (PEM) 
 
Emergent wetlands include marshes and shallow ponds dominated by grasses and other 
herbaceous plants.  This is the most common wetland type within the study area, occurring in 
every subwatershed that contains wetlands.  
 
Many emergent wetlands in Damascus are dominated by the invasive, non-native reed 
canarygrass.  Native species dominated associations include slough sedge, skunk cabbage, and 
soft rush. 
 
Small mammals and snakes are commonly found within this habitat type, which in turn attract 
northern harriers, red tail hawks, owls, and coyotes that feed upon them.  Overall habitat value of 
this wetland type is low to moderate, depending of the extent of reed canarygrass infestation. 
 
Palustrine Open Water Wetlands (POW) 
 
Open water habitats generally include ponds and standing water habitats greater than six feet in 
depth.  Open water areas provide important and necessary habitat for fish, aquatic invertebrates, 
water dependent mammals such as river otter, fish-eating birds (kingfisher, osprey, eagles), 
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provide important refuge habitat for fish, particularly juvenile salmon.  Open water areas are 
commonly associated with other wetland types (e.g., emergent, scrub/shrub, and forested).  
 
Table 6 summarizes the distribution of wetlands by Cowardin classification within the study 
area.  It should be noted that several wetlands had multiple classifications and generally only 
distinct Cowardin classes of more than one-half acre were mapped. 
 
Table 6. Wetland Cowardin Classifications 
Cowardin  
Class Area (acres) 
Forested Wetlands (PFO) 30.3 
Scrub-Shrub Wetlands (PSS) 1.2 
Emergent Wetlands (PEM) 115.2 
Open Water (POW) 2.7 
Total 149.4 
 
All but a few wetlands were associated with local streams or the Clackamas River.  Another 
classification system used by DSL is the hydrogeomorphic (HGM) classification.  Table 7 
summarizes the number and size of wetlands by HGM class and subclass.  Because some 
wetlands may consist of more than one such classification, this table reflects only the dominant 
HGM class for each wetland. 
 
Table 7. Wetland Hydrogeomorphic Classifications 
Hydrogeomorphic  
Class / subclass Area (acres)
Number of  
Wetlands 
Riverine Flow-Through (RFT) 22.76 14 
Slope - Headwater (SH) 28.25 2 
Slope - Valley (SV) 51.89 5 
Slope (S) 11.18 1 
Slope / Flats (S/F) 31.55 3 
Flats (F) 3.71 1 
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Table 8 provides a summary of the distribution and size of wetlands within each sub-watershed.  
The subwatersheds and wetlands are shown in Figure 3. 
 
Table 8. Wetlands by Subwatershed 
Subwatershed Wetland code Area (acres) 
Badger Creek (BA) BA-A-01 3.71 
   
CL-A-01 2.70 
CL-A-02 0.69 
Clackamas River (CL) 
CL-A-03 1.35 




Noyer Creek (NO) 
NO-A-04 1.22 






Richardson Creek (RI) 
RI-E-01 2.13 









Rock Creek (RO) 
RO-F-02 3.96 
   
SU-A-01 1.39 
SU-A-02 25.48 
Sunshine Creek (SU) 
SU-A-03 1.16* 
   
TOTAL  149.35 
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Wetland Assessment Results 
 
Wetland quality was assessed for each wetland unit using the Oregon Freshwater Wetland 
Assessment Methodology (OFWAM).  As noted previously, DSL staff suggested that only the 
four wetland functions (wildlife habitat, fish habitat, water quality, hydrologic control) needed to 
be assessed for this project, as these relate directly to the wetland significance criteria.  In 
addition, where a wetland was located on public lands, education functions were also assessed to 
determine whether the wetland was significant as an educational resource.7 
 
Table 9 provides the results of the OFWAM assessments for each wetland unit in the study area.   
Certain categories were not applicable to particular wetlands.  For example, if a wetland was not 
connected to a stream or other water body, fish habitat functions were not assessed. 
 
                                                 
7 As described in the Methods section, the Natural Features TST recommended adding this “optional” criterion for 
wetland significance. To evaluate whether the criterion was met, the OFWAM education value was also assessed for 
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Table 9.  OFWAM Wetland Assessment and LSW Results 
Mandatory Criteria Optional Criteria  


























       
BA-A-01 3.71 No Provides Impacted Intact Impacted No No N/D No No No Yes 
              
CL-A-01 2.70 No Provides Intact Intact Intact Yes No N/D Yes No No Yes 
CL-A-02 0.69 No Provides Impacted Impacted Intact Yes No N/D Yes No No Yes 
CL-A-03 1.35 No Provides N/A Impacted Impacted No No N/D No No No No 
              
NO-A-01 12.92 No Diverse Impacted Impacted Intact No No N/D No No No Yes 
NO-A-02 13.96 No Diverse Impacted Intact Intact No No N/D No No No Yes 
NO-A-03 11.18 No Diverse Impacted Intact Intact No No N/D No No No Yes 
NO-A-04 1.22 No Diverse Impacted Impacted Intact No No N/D No Yes No Yes 
              
RI-A-01 1.39 No Provides N/A Impacted Impacted No No N/D No No No No 
RI-C-01 4.67 No Provides Impacted Intact Impacted No No N/D Yes No No Yes 
RI-C-02 1.73 No Diverse Impacted Intact Intact No No N/D Yes No No Yes 
RI-D-01 1.19 No Diverse Impacted Intact Impacted No No N/D Yes No No Yes 
RI-D-02 1.61 No Provides Impacted Impacted Intact No No N/D Yes No No Yes 
RI-E-01 2.13 No Provides Impacted Intact Impacted No No N/D Yes No No Yes 
              
RO-A-01 0.81 No Provides Impacted Intact Impacted No No N/D No No Potential* Yes 
RO-A-02 1.86 No Diverse Impacted Impacted Intact Yes No N/D No No No Yes 
RO-A-03 3.47 No Diverse Impacted Impacted Impacted No No N/D No No No Yes 
RO-B-01 1.16 No Diverse Impacted Intact Impacted No No N/D No No No Yes 
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Mandatory Criteria Optional Criteria  


























       
RO-D-02 2.19 No Provides Impacted Intact Impacted No No N/D No No No Yes 
RO-E-01 19.43 No Diverse Intact Impacted Intact No No N/D No Yes No Yes 
RO-F-01 1.14 No Provides Impacted Impacted Impacted Yes No N/D No No No Yes 
RO-F-02 3.96 No Provides Impacted Impacted Intact Yes No N/D No No No Yes 
              
SU-A-01 1.39 No Provides Impacted Intact Impacted No No N/D No No No Yes 
SU-A-02 25.48 No Diverse Impacted Impacted Intact No No N/D No Yes Potential* Yes 
SU-A-03 1.16 No Provides Impacted Impacted Impacted No No N/D No No No No 
WQL: Water quality limited  
N/D: None Detected (a formal sensitive species survey was not part of the scope for this project). 
* These wetlands may not meet the letter of the education criterion, but that is due in part to the very recent incorporation of the City and the fact that future school 
sites and educational activities are currently being evaluated.  The Gresham-Barlow School District, for example, is currently considering purchase of a property that 
includes a portion of wetland SU-A-02.  The DSL staff is aware of the Natural Features TST recommendation to include the education criterion and will review this 
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Table 10 summarizes the relative distribution of assessments for each function, with the 
percentage of total wetlands ranking high in each category.   
 











% Wetlands  
Assessed High 
Wildlife habitat 12 14 0  46% 
Fish habitat 2 24 0 2 8% 
Water quality 12 14 0  46% 
Hydrologic control 12 14 3  46% 
 
Each wetland was assessed to determine whether it should be considered a Wetland of Special 
Interest for Protection (WSIP).  The questions in the WSIP category cover the presence of 
federal or state listed species and habitats, existing local, state or federal protections, and existing 
management plans.  The following wetlands were found to be WSIP wetlands:  
 
 CL-A-01.  Wetland provides essential habitat for spring Chinook (Lower Columbia 
ESU), winter Steelhead (Lower Columbia ESU), and Coho (Lower Columbia ESU); 
critical habitat for spring Chinook (Lower Columbia ESU), winter Steelhead (Lower 
Columbia ESU); and 
 CL-A-02.  Wetland provides essential habitat for spring Chinook (Lower Columbia 
ESU), winter Steelhead (Lower Columbia ESU), and Coho (Lower Columbia ESU); 
critical habitat for spring Chinook (Lower Columbia ESU), winter Steelhead (Lower 
Columbia ESU). 
In addition to the two WSIP wetlands that meet specific state criteria as “special interest” 
wetlands, seven wetlands received high ratings based on the local assessment.  The following 
wetlands were deemed of high quality by virtue of: 1) receiving high ratings for three of the 
OFWAM functions, or 2) receiving high ratings for two OFWAM functions and meeting the 










During field investigations, the field team reviewed potential wetland mitigation or restoration 
sites.  These sites are defined by DSL as “vacant, former wetlands, consisting mostly of relict 
(dewatered) hydric soils, which are five acres or larger in size.”  Several areas were observed that 
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not.  Some of these lands are in areas of mapped hydric soils and could be assumed to be former 
wetlands.  However, most of these areas were less than five acres in size.  One site that 
potentially meets this size threshold adjoins the west side of wetland SU-A-02.  This land is 
currently used as pasture for a local farm.  Aerial photographs reveal evidence of a formerly 
meandering Sunshine Creek channel that has been straightened, suggesting that wetlands 
extended further west than then do today.  The west slope rising up from Sunshine Creek may 
have had characteristics similar to the east slope, which is currently wetland fed by groundwater 
seepage.  Thus, the area immediately west of wetland SU-A-02 is considered a potential wetland 
mitigation or restoration site. 
 
Significant Wetlands Determination 
 
Following completion of the wetland inventory and functional assessment, all wetlands were 
evaluated against the state’s wetlands significance criteria.  These include the following 
mandatory criteria: 
 
1. wetland provides a diverse wildlife habitat, intact fish habitat, intact water quality 
function, or intact hydrologic control function;  
2. wetland is located within 1/4-mile of a “water quality limited stream” and has “intact” or 
“impacted or degraded” water quality function;  
3. wetland contains one or more rare plant communities; 
4. wetland is inhabited by any species listed by the federal government as threatened or 
endangered, or listed by the state as sensitive, threatened or endangered; or  
5. wetland has a surface water connection to a stream that is habitat for indigenous 
anadromous salmonids and has “intact” or “impacted or degraded” fish habitat function. 
 
As discussed previously, the City’s Natural Features TST recommended that two additional 
criteria be used to determine the significance of wetlands in Damascus.  These criteria are:  
1. wetland represents a locally unique native plant community; or 
2. wetland is publicly owned and has educational uses. 
 
A total of 23 wetlands met one or more of the above criteria and were determined to be 
significant.  The three wetlands that do not qualify as significant are CL-A-03, RI-A-01 and SU-
A-03.  As shown in Table 9, most of the significant wetlands provided high wildlife or fish 
habitat, water quality, or hydrologic control function.  A few wetlands also met the other 
significance criteria, including being located within a quarter-mile of a water quality limited 
stream, having a surface water connection to a salmonid stream, or meeting the optional criteria 
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The inventory of riparian corridors was conducted 
concurrently with the wetlands inventory.  Similar to 
the LWI, the inventory was organized into three phases: 
 Planning (October, 2006 - January, 2007). 
Collection and review of existing maps and 
information, public review and field base map 
preparation; 
 Field inventory (February - May, 2007).  Field 
inventory and assessment, and meetings with 
the Natural Features TST; and 
 Public meetings and review (May - June, 2007). 
Second series of public meetings, follow-up 
field visits, meetings with the Natural Features TST, and preparation of a revised maps 
and report.   
 
A summary of the public involvement process for this project is provided in the Public 




Unlike the preceding Local Wetlands Inventory, the state has not adopted special rules related to 
riparian corridor inventories.  Riparian corridor inventories normally follow the inventory 
requirements of the Goal 5 Administrative Rule.  However, with the acknowledgement of 
Metro’s Title 13 ordinance addressing Goal 5 riparian corridors within the region, the Damascus 
riparian inventory approach was adapted for consistency with Metro’s requirements, while at the 
same time maintaining consistency with the standard inventory provisions of Goal 5. 
 
The City’s Natural Features TST, a representative group of citizens from the Damascus 
community, played an important role in the evaluation of inventory methods and significance 
determination.  This committee met four times with members of the project team to review 
inventory methods and findings, and to make recommendations on the guidelines and criteria for 
determining resource significance.   
 
The riparian inventory for the City of Damascus followed an ecological functions approach to 
riparian corridor assessment.  Among the functions evaluated were water quality protection, 
streamflow moderation and water storage, provision of fish and wildlife habitat, and biodiversity 
support.  Surface water conveyance was another basic function of streams recognized by the 
Natural Features TST.   
 
Riparian corridors ranged in size from large 
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The approach focused on field reconnaissance of Damascus stream corridors, making use of 
technologies such as Light Detection and Radar (LiDAR) and Global Positioning Systems 
(GPS), as well as Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping and analysis technology. 
 
Two levels of investigation were conducted for the inventory of riparian corridors: a review of 
existing information and a field inventory. 
 
Review of Existing Information 
 
A review of existing literature, maps, and other materials was conducted to gather information on 
riparian corridors along rivers, ponds, wetlands, and streams in Damascus.  The review of 
existing information is summarized in a January 18, 2007 memorandum, “Review of Best 
Available Data.”8  As noted in the Wetlands section, updated information received since that 
review included:  
 
 City plat map correction – western part of City (Clackamas County GIS); 
 Fish presence and fish barriers data (Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife); 
 Groundwater Restricted Areas (Oregon Water Resources Department); and 
 Local knowledge of area (obtained from residents and local resource experts during 
course of public involvement process). 
 
Other base sources of riparian-related information included: 
 
 Oregon Department of Forestry stream classification maps;  
 United States Geological Service (USGS) 7.5-minute quadrangle maps  
 NWI maps; 
 FEMA Floodplain maps; 
 Color aerial photography (RLIS 2005);  
 Metro riparian inventory data and maps; and  
 Oregon Natural Heritage Information Center data. 
 
The existing information served as the basis for preparing GIS base maps showing streams and 
potential riparian corridor locations. 
 
The study area was divided into riparian sites based on watersheds (the drainage areas for 
individual streams and rivers).  These sites were assigned a code based on the watershed (first 
two letters of the stream name) and the subwatersheds (generally tributary basins within the 
larger watershed.  Thus, the lower tributary to Rock Creek received a code of RO-A; one 
tributary upstream, RO-B; and so forth. 
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Team scientists reviewed inventory methodologies developed by Metro, other local Goal 5 
methodologies, and the state’s Urban Riparian Inventory and Assessment Guide (URIAG).  
These methodologies rely on a combination of best available knowledge, field observations, and 
best professional judgment.  The team also reviewed the existing available data within the study 
area.  Based on this review of methodologies and data, and consideration of the limited “ground-
truthing” scope of the inventory, the team developed an inventory and assessment method 
tailored to the riparian conditions in Damascus. 
 
For the Damascus inventory, information was collected on the physical and biological 
characteristics of the riparian corridors within each of the City’s resource sites.  Each riparian 
site was assessed from public rights-of-way or from selected private properties where access 
permission was granted.  Multiple observation points were used for each site where possible.  
GPS waypoints of stream centerlines, tops-of-bank, road crossings, and other features were 
collected where accessible.  As noted previously, this was a reconnaissance level survey to 
“ground truth” existing information and data; however, supplemental information was collected 
for each site. Information collected included the following: 
• Stream/reach name • Stream gradient 
• Other water resources  • Side slopes 
• Floodplains • Average vegetated width 
• Fish barriers • Channel shade 
• Large wood features • Channel alteration 
• Recruitment potential • Characteristic vegetation 
 
In addition, the location and general characteristics of each riparian site were noted. Other 
relevant information such as associated wetland sites and adjacent land uses were also identified.  
Riparian characteristics were recorded on individual Riparian Corridor Summary Sheets 
contained in Appendix G.     
 
Functional Assessment and Significance Determination 
 
The riparian corridor assessment method builds on previous methodologies identified above.  
The project team developed a Riparian Functions Assessment form to evaluate specific functions 
of riparian corridors within Damascus.  These functions, as endorsed by the Natural Features 
TST, included the following:  
 
 water quality protection 
 streamflow moderation and water storage 
 fish habitat 
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Riparian functions were assessed based on parameters developed by the team scientists after a 
review of the scientific literature and the riparian assessment methods noted above.  The 
assessment results indicate whether specific functions were high, medium, or low for a given 
riparian site.  Overall ratings for each site were based on the functional ratings: riparian sites 
with two or more high values received a high rating, two or more medium or one high value 
received a medium rating, and all other sites received at low rating.  The factors evaluated are 
summarized below:  
 Water quality protection.  Water quality factors assess the potential of the riparian 
corridor to protect water quality in streams and other water features associated with the 
corridor.  These factors include the density and type of vegetation cover, width of 
vegetation cover along the water feature, extent of impervious surfaces, extent of shade 
cover, and erosion potential of soils.  The highest rated sites have dense woody 
vegetation, wide vegetated corridors, minimal impervious surfaces, high shade cover, and 
slight erosion potential. 
 Streamflow moderation/water storage.  Streamflow moderation/water storage factors 
assess the potential of the riparian corridor to moderate streamflow by intercepting, 
absorbing and storing rainfall, and to provide water storage and conveyance during flood 
events.  These factors include the presence of floodplains and stream-associated 
wetlands, extent of woody vegetation cover, degree of streambank alteration, location of 
the site within the basin, and connectivity to forested uplands.  The highest rated sites 
have large floodplains or associated wetlands, dense woody vegetation, low bank 
alteration, are located in upper part of the basin, and are well-connected to forested 
uplands. 
 Fish habitat.  Evaluation factors assess the potential of the riparian corridor to provide 
habitat and migration opportunities for fish.  They include the presence of fish (ODFW or 
other sources), degree of channel alteration, degree of channel shade, potential for large 
woody debris recruitment, and presence of barriers to fish migration.  The highest rated 
sites are fish-bearing streams that have low channel alteration, a high degree of shade, 
high recruitment potential, and no fish barriers. 
 Wildlife habitat.  Evaluation factors assess the potential of the riparian corridor to provide 
important habitat values for wildlife.  These factors include habitat patch size, extent and 
seasonality of surface water, habitat diversity, degree of human-caused disturbance, and 
habitat connectivity.  The highest rated sites have contiguous habitat size of greater than 
10 acres, multiple water types including permanent water sources, high habitat diversity, 
low human disturbance, and high connectivity to other habitat areas. 
 Biodiversity.  These factors assess the potential for the riparian corridors to support 
biodiversity.  Evaluation factors include the presence of federal or state-listed species, 
Oregon Natural Heritage Information Program (ORNHIC) priority habitats, locally rare 
habitats, extent of native vegetation cover, and human disturbance.  The highest rated 
sites have one or more listed species, priority habitats, locally rare species or habitats, 
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These functions were evaluated for each site from roads, other public lands, and selected private 
properties where access permission was granted.  Field maps (with aerial imagery, stream 
locations, etc.) and other reference materials were consulted to assess broader factors such as 
patch size, fish presence, or average channel shade.  The riparian functional assessment was 
recorded on Riparian Summary Sheets contained in Appendix G.   
 
Following completion of the riparian inventory and functional assessment, riparian sites were 
evaluated for significance.  Similar to wetlands, riparian functional assessments were used to 
guide the determination of significance.  The Natural Features TST noted that in addition to 
providing one or more of the five functions noted above, each stream provides the basic function 




The riparian inventory field work was performed between February and June, 2007.  Eight 
subwatersheds containing 20 riparian corridor sites were identified during the riparian inventory.  
All riparian corridors were associated with streams or rivers; some corridors included streamside 
wetlands.  Table 11 identifies the watersheds, subwatersheds, and subwatershed sizes within 
Damascus. 
 
Table 11. Watersheds, Subwatersheds, and Acres within Damascus 
Watershed Subwatershed Subwatershed Acres in Damascus 
Johnson Creek Badger Creek 121 
 Kelley Creek 425 
 Sunshine Creek 2,022 
Clackamas River Clackamas River 595 
 Deep Creek 292 
 Noyer Creek 1,326 
 Richardson Creek 2,048 
 Rock Creek 3,504 
 TOTAL 10,333 
 
Riparian corridors in Damascus vary in size and shape with the size and condition of the 
surrounding subwatershed.  The combined area of riparian corridors within Damascus is 
approximately 1,674 acres; the combined stream length is 48 miles.  Table 12 summarizes 
riparian corridor characteristics, corridor length and area, and associated wetlands.  This table is 
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Badger Creek R-BA-A Badger Creek, tributary to Johnson Creek; 
red alder dominated riparian corridor. 
Farming and low density residential uses. 
BA-A-01 0.91 31.11 
Clackamas River R-CL-A River segment at Carver, downstream 
from Richardson Creek confluence. 
Clackamas River, large riverine system 
with island habitat, broad floodplain, and 
bottomland cottonwood forest.  Steep 
canyon walls rise above floodplain, with 







R-CL-C Upper reach of small tributary to 
Clackamas River; constrained and altered 
by nearby development.  The southern site 
boundary is Tong Road, approximately 
1,000 north of its intersection with 
Oregon 224.  Below the road, the stream 
is part of R-CL-A. 
 0.39 12.17 
Deep Creek 
Lower Tributary 
R-DE-A Small tributaries to lower Deep Creek and 
Clackamas River; includes mature mixed 
forest corridor along 232nd Avenue.  
Lower section of streams disturbed by 
road crossings and residential uses and 
development; riparian corridor 
fragmented at 232nd and Oregon 224. 
 0.93 33.66 
Kelley Creek 
Headwaters 
R-KE-A Mainstem/headwaters of Kelley Creek, 
with multiple tributaries; mixed deciduous 
and evergreen riparian habitats. Cutthroat 
trout noted (by ODFW) up to 
approximately north limit of site. Kelley 
Creek is a tributary to Johnson Creek. 
 2.20 96.43 
Noyer Creek – 
Upper Basin  
R-NO-A Upper Noyer Creek with multiple 
tributaries and associated wetlands. 
Riparian conditions degraded by farming 
and development, but restoration 
opportunities exist and biological health of 
stream improves dramatically in 
downstream forested ravines.  Noyer Creek 
drains to Deep Creek before the confluence 








Creek – West 
Tributary 
R-RI-A Small Richardson Creek tributary with 
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Creek – Central 
Confluence 
R-RI-B Junction of Richardson Creek’s main stem 
and north branch. One of the core riparian 
habitat areas within City, supporting 
steelhead trout and coho salmon. 
Biological health of Richardson Creek 
increases from upper reaches to lower 
reaches. 





R-RI-C Richardson Creek tributary with associated 
wetlands. Riparian corridor fragmented by 







Creek – North 
Tributary 
R-RI-D Richardson Creek tributary through 
Damascus town center. Riparian corridor 
with wetlands upstream of Safeway in fair 










R-RI-E Richardson Creek tributary; largely farmed 
and developed corridor with minimal forest





Creek – East 
Tributary 
R-RI-F Southern Richardson Creek tributary with 
multiple forks. Riparian corridor partly 
fragmented by roads, farming and 
development; stream piped in developed 
areas to northwest. 
 1.52 41.96 
Rock Creek - 
South Tributary 
R-RO-A Lower Rock Creek tributary with multiple 






Rock Creek - 
Sunnyside 
Tributary 
R-RO-B Rock Creek tributary with ash swale.  
Meandering channel has been altered in 
several locations, and ponds excavated.  
Fish have been documented by ODFW 
downstream, west of Rock Creek Road 




Rock Creek - 
Vogel Tributary 
R-RO-C Small, north-flowing Rock Creek 
tributary. Riparian corridor fragmented by 
roads and development; several stream 
reaches piped. Year-round spring feeds 
stream. 
 1.18 35.47 
Rock Creek - 
Northwest 
Tributary 
R-RO-D Broad valley floor at boundary between 
Clackamas River and Johnson Creek 
watersheds. Upper Rock Creek tributary 
lined nearly its entire length by wetlands. 
Riparian areas largely pastureland; small 




Rock Creek - 
Northeast 
Tributary 
R-RO-E Headwaters of Rock Creek, with multiple 
tributaries. Mixed deciduous and evergreen 
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Rock Creek - 
Mainstem 
R-RO-F Rock Creek mainstem with multiple 
spring-fed tributaries and intact forested 
riparian corridors.  Fish-bearing stream 
documented by ODFW; resident cutthroat 
trout in lower part of this reach. Red-
legged frogs detected within site. High 
number of interspersed seeps and springs 





Sunshine Creek R-SU-A Mainstem of Sunshine Creek with multiple 
tributaries and associated wetlands. 
Riparian corridor impacted by farming, 
roads and development.  Small patches of 
riparian forest in upper and lower (north 





Sunshine Creek – 
West Tributary 
R-SU-B Sunshine Creek tributary descending from 
largely intact forest habitats on “North 
Sunshine” butte.  Riparian areas include 
stream segments with mature cedar forest. 
Fish-bearing stream documented by 
ODFW. Red-legged frogs detected within 
site. 
 2.75 109.66 
 
TOTAL 





Riparian Corridor Assessment Results 
 
Riparian corridors were assessed using a Riparian Functions Assessment form, developed by the 
scientific team based in part on URIAG and Metro assessment methods and on the 
recommendations of the Damascus Natural Features TST. 
 
Each riparian site was evaluated for its water quality, streamflow moderation/water storage, fish 
habitat, wildlife habitat, and biodiversity support functions.  Similar to the wetlands assessment 
approach, the riparian ratings resulted in values of “high,” “medium,” and “low.”  Table 13 
summarizes the results of the riparian assessment for each site in the study area. 
 
Table 13. Riparian Functional Assessment Summary 









R-BA-A. Badger Creek 
 
31.11 M L M L L 
R-CL-A. Clackamas River 
 
107.96 H M H H H 
R-CL-C. Clackamas River 
Tributary 
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R-DE-A. Deep Creek – 
Lower Tributary 
33.66 H L M H M 
R-KE-A. Kelley Creek 
Headwaters 
96.43 H H H H M 
R-NO-A. Noyer Creek – 
Upper Basin  
194.69 M M L M L 
R-RI-A. Richardson Creek 
– West Tributary 
20.92 H L L L L 
R-RI-B. Richardson Creek 
– Central Confluence 
78.32 H H H H H 
R-RI-C. Richardson Creek 
– Northwest Tributary 
44.64 M M L L L 
R-RI-D. Richardson Creek 
– North Tributary 
63.23 M M L M L 
R-RI-E. Richardson Creek 
– Northeast Tributary 
46.56 H L L L L 
R-RI-F. Richardson Creek 
– East Tributary 
41.96 M M L L L 
R-RO-A. Rock Creek - 
South Tributary 
69.05 H M M H M 
R-RO-B. Rock Creek - 
Sunnyside Tributary 
21.46 M M L L L 
R-RO-C. Rock Creek - 
Vogel Tributary 
35.47 H L M L L 
R-RO-D. Rock Creek - 
Northwest Tributary 
60.97 M M L L L 
R-RO-E. Rock Creek - 
Northeast Tributary 
117.45 H H H H M 
R-RO-F. Rock Creek - 
Mainstem 
301.15 H H H M M 
R-SU-A. Sunshine Creek 
 
187.45 M M L L L 
R-SU-B. Sunshine Creek – 
West Tributary 
109.66 H M H H M 
Key:  H: High;  M: Medium;  L: Low 
 
Table 14 summarizes the relative distribution of assessments for each riparian function, with the 
percentage of total sites ranking high in each category.   
 









% Riparian Sites  
Assessed High 
Water quality 12 8 0 60% 
Streamflow moderation and 
water storage 4 10 6 20% 
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Wildlife habitat 7 3 10 35% 
Biodiversity 2 6 12 10% 
 
The following riparian corridors received high overall ratings relative to other corridors within 
the study area: 
 
 R-CL-A. Clackamas River 
 R-DE-A.  Deep Creek – Lower Tributary 
 R-KE-A.  Kelley Creek Headwaters 
 R-RI-B.  Richardson Creek – Central Confluence 
 R-RO-A.  Rock Creek – South Tributary 
 R-RO-E.  Rock Creek – Northeast Tributary 
 R-RO-F.  Rock Creek – Mainstem 
 R-SU-B.  Sunshine Creek – West Tributary 
 
Significant Riparian Corridor Determination 
 
In consideration of the important functions that riparian corridors provide throughout Damascus, 
the Natural Features TST recommended that all streams, as mapped and refined during the 
inventory and public review process, be considered significant for the purposes of Goal 5.  
Significant riparian corridors are shown as an integrated element of Figure 4, Wildlife Habitat 
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The inventory of wildlife habitats was conducted 
concurrently with the wetland and riparian inventory.  
Similar to wetlands and riparian areas, the habitat 
inventory was completed in three phases: planning 
(October, 2006 - January, 2007); field inventory 
(February - May, 2007); and public meetings9 and 




The inventory of Damascus wildlife habitats is an 
integrated mapping of wetland, riparian and upland 
habitats.  Similar to the riparian inventory, the methods 
for the habitat inventory were adapted for consistency with Metro’s Title 13 provisions and the 
standard inventory requirements of Goal 5.  The Damascus Natural Features TST played an 
important role in the evaluation of habitat inventory methods and significance determination.  
The committee reviewed inventory methods and findings, and to made recommendations on the 
guidelines and criteria for determining resource significance.   
 
The approach focused on field reconnaissance of Damascus wildlife habitats, which included 
upland, riparian and wetland habitats. The goal of the fieldwork was to ground truth and 
supplement existing habitat data within the study area.  Tools such as GIS mapping and analysis 
technology, GPS waypoints, and LiDAR were also employed during the study. 
 
Two levels of investigation were conducted for the inventory of wildlife habitats: a review of 
existing information and a field inventory. 
 
Review of Existing Information 
 
A review of existing literature, maps, and other materials was conducted to gather information on 
wildlife habitats within Damascus.  Information sources included those identified in the wetlands 
and riparian methods sections.   
 
Other base sources of wildlife habitat information included: 
 ODFW wildlife habitat and sensitive species information; 
 Oregon Natural Heritage Information Center data on threatened, endangered, or sensitive 
species in the Damascus area; 
 Metro wildlife habitat inventory data and maps; 
                                                 
9 A summary of the public involvement process for this project is provided in the Public Involvement and Agency 
Coordination section of this report. 
Habitat area on butte, with associated 
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 Local inventories prepared for landowners and provided to the project team for review; 
and 
 Consultations with resource agency staff (e.g., ODFW, Metro, Clackamas Watershed 
Council). 
 
The existing information served as the basis for preparing GIS base maps showing data on 
species and habitat occurrence within Damascus.  Habitat sites were defined in a manner 
consistent with other resources, with coding generally based on subwatersheds.  Cover type 




Wildlife habitat sites were evaluated using combination of tools including ground truthing of 
existing habitat information, GIS mapping and spatial analysis, and collection of data using the 
Wildlife Habitat Assessment (WHA) methodology adapted for use in Damascus.  The WHA 
method has proven effective for assessing and ranking Goal 5 habitats throughout the Willamette 
Valley.  The methodology is a scientifically accepted system for determining the relative value 
of different habitat types within a community.  The Oregon DLCD has found the WHA to be an 
acceptable method for Goal 5 wildlife inventory compliance.   
 
The WHA rating system evaluates each site in terms of its potential for wildlife.  The WHA 
method is designed primarily to assess three major components of wildlife habitat: presence and 
quality of water, food and cover.  The rating system is weighted, and reflects the presence or 
absence of each of these factors, plus three additional factors: human disturbance, rare features, 
and important habitat features.  Team scientists reviewed recent refinements to the WHA 
methodology made by Metro; they concurred with some changes but found others to be 
inappropriate for Damascus, as noted below.  Following is a summary of each WHA assessment 
factor. 
 
 Water.  Water resources on a site are evaluated based on four characteristics: quantity and 
seasonality; quality; proximity to cover; and diversity.  All of these factors play an important 
role in a site’s value to wildlife.  Metro’s version of the WHA form replaced water quality 
with “channel morphology, complexity, alteration.”  Team scientists determined that the 
original “water quality” parameter could be adequately measured in Damascus (using recent 
macroinvertebrate sampling, DEQ 303(d) data and other available data).  The highest rated 
sites have multiple water sources including perennial sources, high quality water, with 
adjacent vegetation cover. 
 Food.  Food is a basic requirement for any organism.  Wildlife species cannot survive in one 
area for any appreciable period of time without food.  The greater the variety and quantity of 
food, the greater the potential for serving the needs of a range of wildlife species.  The three 
factors considered in the assessment of forage habitat are variety, quantity, and seasonality.  
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 Cover.  Cover habitat provides important shelter and refuge for wildlife, and key cover 
parameters include structural diversity (e.g., vegetation layers, downed wood), variety and 
seasonality of cover (e.g., species diversity, evergreen vs. deciduous), and nesting/denning 
sites (e.g., snags, logs, rocks), and access/escape (refuge opportunities).  The highest rated 
sites have multiple layers of vegetation, snags and logs, and a wide variety of evergreen and 
deciduous species in all layers, and an abundance of potential nesting and denning sites. 
 Human Disturbance. This parameter assesses disturbance factors that influence the relative 
value of habitat areas including physical habitat modification (e.g., development, forest 
clearing, invasive species) and direct human disturbance (e.g., traffic, trails, pets).  The 
highest rated sites have little or no human disturbance. 
 Unique Features.  This parameter assesses the presence or potential occurrence of sensitive 
species or habitats within the site.  The project team found this to be an important element of 
the original methodology.  Published and field-collected data on sensitive species or habitats, 
or potential habitat for such species, is recorded.  If such species or habitats are present, the 
site receives additional weighted points. 
 Important Habitat Features.  This section examines three additional habitat features: 
connectivity, large wood components, and the percentage of nonnative species in each 
vegetation strata.  The team viewed connectivity as a critical feature of habitat, without 
which certain animals could not reach a habitat site.  Connectivity to other habitats is 
important to allow migration and serve the life cycle needs of many wildlife species.  The 
highest rated sites are well connected in multiple directions to varied habitats, have 
accumulated downed wood and snags, and have a low proportion of nonnative species. 
 
The scoring of each factor on the sheet is weighted based on its estimated importance for wildlife.  
In particular, habitats with a water source nearby will rate higher in this system, as most terrestrial 
wildlife species need access to water, and all species need some amount of cover while drinking at 
a water source.  However, habitat assessments are also intended to reflect the needs of the types of 
species that would be expected to occur within the habitat site.  Thus, an upland habitat site 
without on-site water may outscore a riparian site in some cases, by providing high quality forage 
or nesting habitat for certain species, or the presence of sensitive species or habitats.  The WHA 
method, as adapted for Damascus, provides an assessment approach that adds greater emphasis on 
the value of natural communities while preserving elements of the original survey that remain 
relevant to Damascus habitats. 
 
Similar to the wetland and riparian inventories, wildlife habitats were assessed from public 
rights-of-way or from selected private properties where access permission was granted.  Multiple 
observation points were used for each habitat site where possible.  GPS waypoints of streams, 
wetlands, and notable habitat features were collected where appropriate.  Thresholds established 
for minimum habitat patch size was generally one acre (except where sensitive species or nest 
sites were documented).  Under the project scope, this was a reconnaissance level survey with a 
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The Natural Features TST considered a range of factors that were important to the assessment of 
wildlife habitat.  These factors included the following: 
 
 Wildlife Habitat Assessment ratings; 
 Connectivity to other habitats and to sources of water; 
 Habitat patch size; 
 Presence of state or federally listed sensitive species; 
 Presence of locally rare species or habitats; and 




The wildlife habitat field inventory was performed between February and May, 2007.  Twenty 
one habitat sites were identified during the inventory.  Many sites were associated with streams 
or rivers and included riparian and/or wetland habitats.  Other significant habitats included 
forested upland habitats located on the Damascus buttes. 
 
Table 15 summarizes the size, general boundaries, and associated wetland and riparian sites for 
habitat sites within the Damascus study area.  The sites are organized alphabetically by site 
name. 
 
Table 15. Summary of Habitat Site Characteristics 














BA-A 121 44.38 Badger Creek, wetlands, and small 
ponds provide aquatic habitat. Limited 
upland deciduous and mixed forest 
habitats. High bird use with good 







CL-A 273 188.74 
 
 
Diverse Clackamas River floodplain 
habitats with bottomland cottonwood 
forest, large wetland complex, island 
habitat.  Mature mixed forest upland 
habitats climb the canyon walls 
extending across Oregon 224. These 
habitats include pockets of basalt 
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CL-B 244 112.74 Large block of shrub/grassland area 
on hillside surrounded by forested 
edge.  Provides forage and limited 
cover habitat for terrestrial wildlife, 
and serves as a linkage between 
Clackamas River and Rock Creek 
habitats.  Douglas fir forest with 







CL-C 78 15.71 
 
 
Site includes the upper reach of small 
tributary to Clackamas River, and is 
degraded by nearby development. 
Limited Douglas fir, alder and 





DE-A 292 137.86 Diverse wildlife habitat above 
Clackamas River and Deep Creek 
confluence.  Habitats include mature 
mixed forest riparian corridors, mature 
mixed and evergreen upland forests, 






KE-A 425 285.75 
 
Largely intact, mixed forest habitat 
dominated by Douglas fir, bigleaf 
maple and red alder. Headwaters of 
Kelley Creek, with multiple 
tributaries; mixed riparian forest 
habitats. Good wildlife linkages to 





NO-A 1326 242.14 Multiple large and significant wetland 
habitats within site. Upper Noyer 
Creek riparian habitats degraded by 
farming and development. Limited 
upland forests in western and eastern 










RI-A 173 31.21 Stream drops into an intact forested 
ravine before joining Richardson 
Creek in core habitat area. Riparian 
habitat partly fragmented by road and 
development. Douglas fir forest 








RI-B 139 105.25 One of highest quality riparian and 
upland habitats within the City. 
Confluence of Richardson Creek’s 
main stem and north branch. Uplands 
of high quality; continuous connection 
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RI-C 386 79.26 Richardson Creek tributary with 
significant stream-associated wetland 
habitats. Riparian habitat fragmented 
by roads and development. Small 
areas of grassland and forest habitat 








RI-D 609 116.17 Richardson Creek tributary through 
Damascus town center. Riparian 
habitats generally fragmented. Upland 
forest habitat primarily on steeper 









RI-E 399 62.54 A largely farmed and developed 
habitat site with minimal forest cover 








RI-F 342 62.25 High bird use with good connection to 
forested Clackamas River canyon to 
south. Riparian habitats partly 
fragmented by roads, farming and 
development.  Mixed upland forest is 
scattered throughout site; shrub and 







RO-A 445 115.35 Lower Rock Creek tributary with 
multiple and diverse wetlands 
connected to forest habitats. Mature 










RO-B 246 31.80 Rock Creek tributary with ash swale 
riparian habitat; degraded elsewhere. 








RO-C 313 82.87 Mature forest habitat area near 
confluence of two stream branches.  
Riparian corridor fragmented by roads 
and development; Douglas fir 





RO-D 180 64.65 Large wetland complex, linked to 
Johnson Creek wetland habitats to the 
north (this site is part of a saddle 
between basins). Riparian areas 
largely pastureland; small forest 
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RO-E 752 369.20 Site contains large habitat patches and 
one of most significant wetlands in 
City. Mixed riparian forests along 
stream corridor. Douglas fir and 
bigleaf maple dominated forest 








RO-F 1567 602.97 Diverse wetland, riparian and upland 
habitats with high number of 
interspersed seeps and springs. Large 
blocks of intact mixed forest habitats 
on buttes and connected to stream 
corridors; good quality grassland 
habitats connected to forest habitats. 








SU-A 1489 303.55 Sunshine Creek riparian habitat 
impacted by farming, roads and 
development. Smaller patches of 
upland forest occur primarily in 
eastern portion of site, with limited 
riparian forests to the north and south. 
Key restoration opportunities in the 










SU-B 533 283.43 Mature cedar forest and large blocks 
of intact mixed forest habitats on 






The assessment resulted in a detailed mapping of habitat values within each site: high (A), 
medium (B), or low (C).  Individual site ratings including acres of high, medium, and low habitats 
within each site are provided in Table 16.  Consistent with the review and general 
recommendations of the Natural Features TST, high ranked habitats include those with the 
following characteristics: 
 Located within Clackamas River or Lower Richardson Creek habitat corridor; 
 Intact forested riparian corridor, plus adjacent mature or maturing upland forest; 
 Locally significant wetlands; 
 Habitats containing sensitive species; 
 Contain locally rare species or habitats; 
 Provide connectivity between any of the above habitats; 
 High quality wildlife habitat (WHA); and 
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Medium ranked habitats generally include those that did not meet the high ranking and were: 
 
 Mature or maturing forest outside (or with minimal connection to) riparian areas and 
wetlands; 
 Young or low structure forest/vegetation within riparian areas or providing connection 
between habitats; and 
 Medium quality riparian areas. 
 
Lower ranked habitats generally include those that did not meet the other conditions and were: 
 
 Young or low structure forest/vegetation outside riparian areas and wetlands; and 
 Isolated upland habitats less than 5 acres. 
 
The Natural Features TST also supported the concept of designating restoration opportunity 
sites.  These sites include the following: 
 
 Wetlands (degraded or not “locally significant” wetlands) 
 Riparian Corridors (segments in degraded condition or dominated by non-native 
shrub/herbaceous cover) 
 Uplands (degraded forest, shrub or herbaceous areas) 
 
These habitats are mapped on the Wildlife Habitat and Riparian Corridor Map (Figure 4).  Table 
16 identifies habitat classes and the area of each class by habitat site.  The Wildlife Habitat 
Assessment summary forms are contained in Appendix H of this report; as indicated above these 
assessments were one factor in the overall weighting of relative habitat values.  These forms 
include summaries of potential habitat enhancement measures for each site.   
 
Table 16. Habitat Assessment Summary 
Habitat Site Habitat Code Habitat Classes Acreage by Class 




Clackamas River Corridor Habitats CL-A A 188.74 












Deep Creek and Upland Habitats DE-A A 137.86 
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Habitat Site Habitat Code Habitat Classes Acreage by Class 

























































































Significant Habitat Determination 
 
The habitat inventory is an integrated mapping of wetland, riparian and upland habitats.  The 
Damascus Natural Features TST recommended that three gradations of habitat significance be 
identified, as described above: higher quality (A) habitats, medium quality (B) habitats, and 
relatively lower quality (C) habitats.  The Natural Features TST determined that all mapped (A, 
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gradations of habitat quality would be a useful tool for policy-makers as they weigh the future 
growth needs of the community against the conservation of natural resources.   
 
The Natural Features TST recommended further that the impact area for the Damascus inventory 
be the entire watershed.  Under Goal 5, an “impact area” is the area within which conflicting 
uses could adversely affect a significant Goal 5 resource.  The TST recognized that significant 
development within Damascus could adversely affect wetlands, streams and wildlife habitats a 
significant distance away.  For example, urbanization could have adverse impacts on the area’s 
hydrology, reducing groundwater inputs to streams and wetlands and potentially drying them up 
over time.  To address this, the TST determined that the entire watershed for any given site 
should be considered the impact area, so that low impact development strategies would be 
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Goal 5 groundwater resource inventories generally entail preparation of a map based on 
information provided by state agencies, particularly the Oregon Water Resources Department 
and Oregon Department of Environmental Quality.  The Oregon Water Resources Commission 
(OWRC) designates certain groundwater resources as critical groundwater areas or restrictively 
classified areas.  These are two of the categories of groundwater areas that qualify as 
“significant” groundwater resources under Goal 5.  The categories are: 
 
 Critical groundwater areas, as designated by the OWRC; 
 Restrictively classified areas, as designated by the OWRC; and 
 Wellhead protection areas, as delineated by a local government or water provider. 
 
Due to the narrow scope of Goal 5 groundwater inventories, no specific field inventory was 
completed for this part of the study.  Field observations of groundwater features such as shallow 
water tables and the presence of groundwater seeps and springs were made throughout the course 
of the project, and these observations were generally consistent with the findings of the existing 
groundwater information (data and maps) reviewed as part of this study.  Thus, the groundwater 
section of this report focuses on the review of existing information.  
 
General information on groundwater resources in the Damascus area was available from several 
sources, including: 
 
 Rock and Richardson Creek Watershed Assessment (Ecotrust, 2000), which includes an 
analysis of the hydrology of the two basins, identifying wells, discharge sites, and points 
of diversion; 
 Origins of the Damascus Area Buttes and Their Relationships to Regional Groundwater 
Recharge (Brody-Hein, 2005), which includes an assessment of the recharge and 
groundwater movement in the vicinity of the buttes; 
 Oregon Water Resources Department (OWRD) data, including information on the 
Damascus Groundwater Limited Area;  
 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) data on groundwater drinking 
source areas and potential contaminant sites; and  
 Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) data on high 
groundwater areas. 
 
Because most current water supplies are private, there are no comprehensive analyses of water 
resources and quality.  The OWRC has classified much of the Damascus area as a Groundwater 
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Damascus Groundwater Limited Area are significant groundwater resources, and “local plans 




Groundwater is a considered a critical resource in the Damascus area because of limited (or 
undefined) recharge potential to deeper aquifers and limited shallow aquifer production capacity.  
In addition, the DEQ Oregon Drinking Water Program lists Damascus as a Tier 1 concern due 
the potential for Volatile Organic Contaminants (VOCs).  As noted above, most of the study area 
is included in the Damascus Groundwater Limited Area (Figure 5, Groundwater Resource Map).  
The Sandy-Boring Ground Water Limited Area lies approximately one mile to the east.10  This 
Groundwater Limited Area classification generally applies to sites where heavy pumping from 
Columbia River Basalt and the Troutdale Formation have caused declines in local aquifers.  The 
Groundwater Limited designation is intended to help protect existing water rights by preventing 
excessive ground water declines, restoring aquifer stability, and preserving aquifers with limited 
storage capacity for designated high public value uses. The OWRD restricts new water rights in 
these areas to a few designated uses. 
 
Previous studies (Brody-Hein, 2005) indicate that soils have limited storage and infiltration 
capacity and most rainfall appears quickly as stream flow.  As noted in earlier studies (Ecotrust, 
2000), some areas of higher recharge potential and higher yield may be associated with coarser 
grained volcanic deposits in the butte complex, but these areas were not mapped.  The U.S.G.S. 
Quadrangle map for Damascus (1981) includes an area identified as Elliot Springs in the lower 
Richardson Creek area north of Walgreen Road.  Data on the capacity, quality, and potential 
source for this spring were not available for review. 
 
The large number of individual water supplies reported by Ecotrust (2000) would indicate that 
the aquifer is generally suitable as a potable water supply.11  However, based on area geology 
and the OWRD Groundwater Limited Area classification, it should be assumed that larger 
volume groundwater resources, except those that are permitted under OWRD rules, are not 
available in the area unless it can be demonstrated that withdrawals come from portions of the 
Troutdale aquifer that are not currently declining.  Additional sources of water will require 
specific studies on the availability of deeper water sources, importation of water from outside the 
area, or collection and storage of rainwater. 
 
High groundwater areas in the Damascus area have been mapped by DOGAMI, as noted in the 
Damascus Goal 7 Natural Hazard Report.  In general the high groundwater conditions are 
defined as water levels being within at least 1.5 feet of the ground surface during the wet season.  
The conditions are a result of poorly drained or clayey soils, porous soils resting on a clay layer 
                                                 
10 The basis for leaving a non-limited area between the Damascus Groundwater Limited area and the Sandy-Boring 
Groundwater Limited is not entirely clear.  It is assumed that groundwater conditions are not significantly different 
between the two limited areas, but this assumption has not been verified. 
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that retards infiltration, or relatively thin soils developed on gently sloping bedrock.  The high 
groundwater areas generally include the entire City of Damascus, but some of the exceptions are: 
 
 A few isolated slopes along the Clackamas River and other incised drainages where the 
slopes are extremely steep and the soils very thin; 
 A few acres of bluff top areas where Boring Lava is near the ground surface, both above 
the Clackamas River and the top of the butte along Debora Street; and 
 Some of the gravelly terraces along the Clackamas River. 
 
As noted in the Goal 7 report, the project team’s general recommendation is to assume that high 
groundwater will be present throughout Damascus during the wet season, and that provisions 
should be made to control surface and subsurface water in all new construction. 
 
Another development-related recommendation is to map areas of high and low recharge potential 
for use in storm water management planning.  Storm runoff routing from development has the 
potential to affect both shallow aquifer recharge as well as stream flows.  The potentials for 
“green” recharge, temporary storage, stream flow enhancement, and wetland protection should 
be included in this assessment.  It is anticipated that different storm water management 
approaches will be appropriate in different areas. 
  
Significant Groundwater Resource Determination 
 
Under Goal 5, there are three categories of groundwater areas that qualify as “significant” 
groundwater resources: 
 
 Critical groundwater areas, as designated by the OWRC; 
 Restrictively classified areas, as designated by the OWRC; and 
 Wellhead protection areas, as delineated by a local government or water provider. 
 
As discussed above, much of Damascus is included within one of these areas: the restrictively 
classified area known as the Damascus.  This area, as shown on the Groundwater Inventory Map 
(Figure 5), reflects the area of significant Goal 5 groundwater resources in Damascus.  The size 
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Oregon Scenic Waterways are treated differently from other Goal 5 resources by the state.  The 
Goal 5 rule (OAR 660-023-0130) directs local governments to bypass the steps in the standard 
inventory process and simply designate Oregon Scenic Waterways as significant Goal 5 
resources.  Hence, the inventory of Oregon Scenic Waterways is essentially a mapping exercise 
to show the boundaries of the scenic waterway as defined by the state. 
 
There is one designated Oregon Scenic Waterway (OSW) within the City of Damascus.  This 
OSW is the Clackamas River.  The scenic designation applies to the river corridor located 
upstream of the bridge at Carver.  The designation includes the river and “related adjacent land” 
which is defined as “all land within one-fourth of one mile of the bank on the side of…a river or 
segment of river within a scenic waterway.”   
 
Significant Oregon Scenic Waterway Determination 
 
Under Goal 5, the inventory “shall follow only the requirements of OAR 660-023-0030(5) by 
designating OSWs as significant Goal 5 resources.”  Hence, the inventory map of significant 
scenic waterways will show the river and land area within ¼ mile of river bank, upstream of the 
Carver bridge.  
 
The Clackamas River Scenic Waterway and its related adjacent land is shown on the Oregon 




In terms of the next steps for Goal 5 implementation, the City has two options.  First, it may 
adopt a Goal 5 program for the OSW and associated corridor by following either the Economic, 
Social, Environmental and Energy (ESEE) standards and procedures of OAR 660-023-0040 and 
660-023-0050.   
 
The second option is to follow the “safe harbor” provisions and adopt “only those plan and 
implementing ordinance provisions necessary to carry out the management plan adopted by the 
Oregon Parks and Recreation Commission (OPRC).”  The OPRC adopted a management plan 
for this section of the Clackamas River in October, 1985.  The plan is the Clackamas River 
Scenic Waterway Management Program and Background Report, which is included in Appendix 
I of this report. 
 
This ESEE approach may offer the City greater flexibility in terms of the conservation measures 
it chooses to implement, but the project team recommends that the City pursue this approach 
only after determining that the safe harbor approach will not meet the City’s needs. 
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Appendix A.  Definitions 
 
Anadromous Salmonids – Chum, sockeye, Chinook and Coho salmon, and steelhead 
and cutthroat trout that are members of the family Salmonidae and are listed as sensitive, 
threatened or endangered by a state or federal authority. 
 
Basin – a topographical entity within which all the surface water draining to a single 
point falls; some of the surface water may have come from groundwater fed by 
geological strata outside the basin. 
 
Cowardin Class – the wetland classification according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service’s Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United States, 
Cowardin et al., 1979.  The two primary Cowardin systems occurring in Damascus are: 
 palustrine - freshwater (less than 0.5 parts per thousand ocean-derived salts) area 
dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, emergent mosses, or lichens.  
They can be non-tidal or tidal.  Palustrine also includes wetlands lacking this 
vegetation, but having the following characteristics: (1) area less than 20 acres; 
(2) no active wave-formed or bedrock shoreline; (3) water depth in the deepest 
part is less than 6.6 feet at low water. 
 riverine - freshwater (less than 0.5 parts per thousand ocean-derived salts) areas 
that are contained within a channel and which are not dominated by trees, shrubs, 
and persistent emergents (for example, rivers and streams). 
 
Emergent – a plant that grows rooted in shallow water, the bulk of which emerges from 
the water and stands vertically.  Usually applied to non-woody vegetation.   
Emergent Wetland – a subclass of palustrine system (see Cowardin Class above), a 
wetland characterized by erect, rooted, herbaceous hydrophytes, excluding mosses and 
lichens. 
Enhancement – an improvement in the functions and values of an existing wetland, 
forest, or other natural resource. 
 
Exotic species – -plants that are not indigenous to the Pacific Northwest (see invasive 
species). 
 
Field Verification – to walk over and/or visually check an area, for example, to make a 
wetland determination and map wetlands (this may or may not include collecting sample 
plot data). 
 
Fish habitat – those areas upon which fish depend in order to meet their requirements for 
spawning, rearing, food supply, and migration. 
 
Floodplain – river valley apart from the river channel which is inundated only in a flood 
event, attenuating the flood discharge. The 100-year floodplain shows the flood with a 
100-year recurrence interval. 
Forested Wetland – a subclass of palustrine system (see Cowardin Class above), a 
wetland characterized by woody vegetation that is six meters (20 feet) tall or taller. 
 
Geographic Information System (GIS) – a system of hardware, software and data 
storage that allows for the analysis and display of information that has been 
geographically referenced. 
 
Global Positioning System (GPS) – is a navigation satellite system transmitting signals 
that allow GPS receivers to determine the receiver's location, speed and direction.  Its 
primary use for the Damascus inventory is to provide accurate field position data for use 
in GIS (see above) to verify the location of natural features such as landslide areas, 
wetlands and streams. 
 
Goal 5 – Statewide Planning Goal (OAR Chapter 660, Division 23) intended to protect 
natural resources and conserve scenic and historic areas and open spaces. 
 
Goal 5 Inventory – a survey, map, or description of one or more resource sites that is 
prepared by a local government, state or federal agency, private citizen, or other 
organization and that includes information about the resource values and features 
associated with such sites. 
 
Growing season – the portion of the year when soil temperatures are above biologic zero 
at 50 cm (19.7"). 
 
Herbaceous – with the characteristics of an herb; a plant with no persistent woody stem 
above ground. 
 
Hydric soil – a  soil that formed under conditions of saturation, flooding, or ponding long 
enough during the growing season to develop anaerobic conditions in the upper part.   
 
Hydrogeomorphic Method or HGM – a scientific method of wetland classification and 
functional assessment based on a wetland’s location in the landscape and the sources and 
duration of water flow. The HGM approach identifies the wetland classes present in each 
region, defines the functions that each class of wetlands performs, and establishes 
reference sites to define the range of functioning of each wetland class. HGM class or 
subclass means the hydrogeomorphic classification of the wetland based upon its 
landscape position and hydrology characteristics, according to the HGM key developed 
by the Division of State Lands. 
 
Hydrology – The properties, distribution, and circulation of water.   
 
Hydrophyte – Any plant growing in water or on a substrate that is at least periodically 
deficient in oxygen as a result of excessive water content. 
 
Hydrophytic vegetation – See hydrophyte. 
 
Invasive species – Those species which become established easily in disturbed 
conditions, reproduce readily, and often establish monocultures.  Most invasive plants are 
non-native species.  Examples of common invasive species in Damascus are: Himalayan 
blackberry, English ivy, and reed canarygrass. 
 
Indicator – The soil, vegetation, and hydrology characteristics or other field evidence 
that indicate that wetlands are present. 
 
Indigenous Anadromous Salmonids – Chum, sockeye, Chinook and Coho salmon, and 
steelhead and cutthroat trout that are members of the family Salmonidae and are listed as 
sensitive, threatened or endangered by a state or federal authority. 
 
Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) is an optical remote sensing technology which 
measures properties of scattered light to find range and/or other information of a distant 
target. Its primary use for the Damascus inventory is to map landforms and allow detailed 
assessment of potential landslide hazards, wetlands and streams. 
 
Local Wetlands Inventory (LWI) – A collection of maps and information about 
wetlands throughout a local community that provides a planning tool for balancing the 
protection of wetland functions with other community needs.  LWIs satisfy the 
requirements for wetland inventories under Statewide Planning Goal 5 (Natural 
Resources).  Once approved, LWIs become part of the Statewide Wetlands Inventory.  
Mapped LWI wetland boundaries are generally accurate to within 25 feet, but may be 
less in areas that could not be field verified.  A wetland boundary delineation may be 
needed to determine whether regulations apply to a particular development proposal. 
Locally Significant Wetlands (LSW) – Those wetland sites that provide functions or 
exhibit characteristics that are pertinent to community planning decisions made at a local 
scale, for example, within a UGB. These wetland sites shall be identified by local 
governments according to the criteria and procedures in sections 141-086-0340 and 141-
086-0350. 
Native Plant Community – A recognized assemblage of plant species indigenous to 
Oregon. All such wetland plant communities are listed in the most recent version of 
Classification and Catalog of Native Wetland Plant Communities in Oregon (Oregon 
Natural Heritage Information Center). 
Offsite Determination – A wetland determination conducted without field verification 
using NWI maps, soils maps, and aerial photographs. 
 
Ordinary high-water mark – The line on the shore established by the fluctuations of 
water and indicated by physical characteristics such as: a clear, natural line impressed on 
the bank; changes in the character of soil or vegetation; shelving; or the presence of a line 
of litter or debris. 
Oregon Freshwater Wetland Assessment Methodology (OFWAM) – The method 
adopted by the State to evaluate and rate the relative quality of a wetland by measuring its 
condition and its capacity to perform certain functions, including wildlife habitat, fish 
habitat, water quality, and hydrologic control. The results of the OFWAM rating is used 
as a basis for determination of wetland significance. 
 
OFWAM Evaluation Descriptor – a summary statement describing whether the 
wetland is (1) intact, (2) impacted or degraded, or (3) function is lost or not present. 
Rare Plant Community – Relictual, uncommon or unique in Oregon, determined by 
number of occurrences and threats following national heritage program criteria (i.e., 
rarity ranking of G1-G3 or S1-S3).  
Reach – A length of channel with uniform characteristics. 
Restoration – Restoration is the process of repairing damage to the diversity and 
dynamics of ecosystems.  Ecological restoration is the process of returning an ecosystem 
as closely as possible to predisturbance conditions and functions. 
 
Riparian area – The area adjacent to a river, lake, or stream, consisting of the area of 
transition from an aquatic ecosystem to a terrestrial ecosystem. 
 
Riparian corridor – A Goal 5 resource that includes the water areas, fish habitat, 
adjacent riparian areas, and wetlands within the riparian area boundary. 
 
Riparian corridor boundary – An imaginary line that is a certain distance upland from 
the top bank. 
 
Sample Plot – A specific area on the ground where soils, vegetation and hydrology data 
are recorded on a field data form in order to make a wetland determination. 
 
Scrub-shrub Wetland – A subclass of palustrine system (see Cowardin Class above), 
areas dominated by woody vegetation less than 6 meters (20 feet) tall.  The species 
include tree shrubs, young trees, and trees or shrubs that are stunted because of 
environmental conditions. 
 
Significance determination – The determination of significance of a Goal 5 resource is 
based on: 
(a) The quality, quantity, and location information; 
(b) Supplemental or superseding significance criteria set out in OAR 660-023-0090 
through 660-023-0230; and 
(c) Any additional criteria adopted by the local government, provided these criteria 
do not conflict with the requirements of OAR 660-023-0090 through 660-023-
0230. 
 
Stream – A channel such as a river or creek that carries flowing surface water, including 
perennial streams and intermittent streams with defined channels, and excluding man-
made irrigation channels. 
 
Top of bank – Has the same meaning as “bankfull stage” defined in OAR 141-085-
0010(2).  The stage or elevation at which water overflows the natural banks of streams or 
other waters of this state and begins to inundate the upland.  In the absence of physical 
evidence, the two-year recurrence interval flood elevation may be used to approximate 
the bankfull stage 
 
Wetland – an area that is inundated or saturated by surface water or groundwater at a 
frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances does 
support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. 
 
Wetland Assessment or Functional Assessment – An evaluation and rating of the 
relative quality of a wetland by measuring its condition and its capacity to perform 
certain functions.   
   
Wetland Boundary – A line marked on a map that identifies the approximate 
wetland/non-wetland boundary. 
 
Wetland Condition – The integrity of a wetland’s physical and biological structure, 
which determines the wetland’s ability to perform specific functions, as well as its 
resilience and enhancement opportunities. 
   
Wetland Delineation – A determination of wetland presence that includes marking the 
wetland boundaries on the ground and/or on a detailed map prepared by professional land 
survey or similar accurate methods. 
 
Wetland Delineation Manual or 1987 Manual – Provides technical guidelines and 
methods to determine whether an area is a wetland for purposes of Section 404 of the 
Federal Clean Water Act.  The objective of the Act is to maintain and restore the 
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the waters of the United States. 
 
Wetland Determination – Identification of an area as wetland or non-wetland. 
 
Wetland Function – Characteristic action or behavior associated with a wetland that 
contributes to a larger ecological condition such as wildlife habitat, fish habitat, water 
quality, and/or flood control.  
 
Wetland hydrology – The total of all wetness characteristics in areas that are inundated 
or have saturated soils for a sufficient duration to support hydrophytic vegetation. 
Wetland Indicator Status – Categories of plant species based upon the estimated 
probabilities (expressed as a frequency of occurrence) of a species occurring in a wetland 
or non-wetland.  Wetland indicator status (WIS) includes the following: 
 Obligate (OBL): species that almost always occur in wetlands under natural conditions 
(estimated probability >99%). 
 Facultative wetland (FACW): species that usually occur in wetlands (estimated 
probability 67 to 99%), but are occasionally found in non-wetlands. 
 Facultative (FAC): Species that are equally likely to occur in wetlands or non-wetlands 
(estimated probability 34 to 66%). 
 Facultative upland (FACU): species that usually occur in non-wetlands (estimated 
probability 67 to 99%), but are occasionally found in wetlands. 
 Upland (UPL): species that almost always occur in non-wetlands under normal 
conditions (estimated probability >99%). 
 Not listed (NL): species that are not listed and are presumed to be upland species. 
 No indicator status (NI): species that have not yet been evaluated. 
A (+) or (-) following the WIS signifies a greater or lesser likelihood of being found in 
wetland condition. 
 
Wetland Mosaic – A complex of several wetlands smaller than one-half (0.50) acres in 
size each that are interspersed between areas of non-wetland. 
 
Wildlife Habitat – an area upon which wildlife depend in order to meet their 
requirements for food, water, shelter, and reproduction. 
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Appendix J.  Wetland Staff Qualifications 
 
This section is provided as a required element of the Local Wetlands Inventory and is 
therefore limited to field staff who worked specifically on the wetlands inventory. 
 
Tim Brooks: Principal Environmental Planner 
Project Role: Project Manager 
Project Responsibilities: Wetland inventory, assessment and mapping; agency 
coordination; public involvement 
 
Tim has more than 18 years of experience managing Goal 5 natural resource inventory 
and planning projects for local communities in Oregon.  Tim has recently completed 
wetland inventories or inventory updates for the cities of Prineville, Newberg, Woodburn, 
Albany, and West Linn.  In addition to project management, Tim’s responsibilities have 
included extensive field investigations, functional value assessments, significance 
determinations, and impact analyses.  Tim has conducted wetland delineations, functional 
value assessments, and wildlife habitat assessments for both public and private clients 
throughout Oregon and Washington.  Tim worked for six years under the guidance of 
Andy Castelle and other professional wetland scientists.  He completed the Interagency 
Wetland Delineation Course in 1993, and specialized courses in wetland ecology and 
vegetation since then. 
 
Anita Cate Smyth, PWS: Wetland Scientist 
Project Role: Senior Wetland Scientist 
Project Responsibilities: Wetland determinations and assessments,  
 
Anita is a Professional Wetland Scientist with twelve years of experience in natural 
resource inventories, with emphasis on wetland delineation and permitting. She holds 
Professional Master’s Degree in Environmental Sciences from Oregon State Univesity.  
She spent two years at Clackamas County’s Department of Transportation and 
Development, Engineering Section as a program manager and a resource for wetland and 
other environmental expertise.  During her nine years at W&H Pacific, she expanded that 
technical and project management expertise through execution of numerous wetland 
mitigation site design projects, natural resource inventories, and riparian and wetland 
functional assessments as stand-alone projects and as part of Joint Permit Applications 
for specific actions. Anita now heads Westbrook Science & Design, LLC, a woman-
owned business focused on using her experience and talent on behalf of public and 
private clients in Oregon and Idaho. 
 
Esther Lev: Biologist 
Project Role: Senior Wildlife and Wetlands Scientist 
Project Responsibilities: Wildlife habitat and wetland assessments 
 
Esther is a wildlife and restoration ecologist with over 30 years experience in wildlife 
ecology, wetlands assessment, natural resource planning, public outreach and education.  
Her experience includes the preparation of designs for site and watershed assessments, 
restoration design, planting plans, project permitting, project construction and 
implementation, collaborative community and volunteer education and supervision.  
Esther is currently Executive Director of The Wetlands Conservancy (TWC).  Her studies 
in the Damascus area have included a landscape analysis and evaluation of wildlife 
habitats within the Rock and Richardson Creek Watersheds and development of a 
methodology to assess biological health of tributaries of the Clackamas River, including 
upland habitats. 
 
Mary Bushman: Environmental Scientist 
Project Role: Botanist 
Project Responsibilities: Wetlands documentation and assessment, data compilation 
 
Mary Bushman holds a Master’s degree in Botany and Plant Ecology and has experience 
in habitat assessment using field data collection and analysis, GIS analysis, public 
outreach, scientific reporting, natural resource management planning, and restoration 
planning.  For Metro, Mary was an intern in the Fish and Wildlife Protection Program.  
For the Department of State Lands, she was Program Director for the Coast Range 
Association.  At the Institute for Applied Ecology, Mary worked on projects designed to 
attain knowledge of rare plants in the Willamette Valley and Eastern Oregon. At Sitka 
Center for Arts and Ecology, she developed plans for policy change and environmental 
restoration projects on the Lower Salmon river.  At Winterbrook, Mary has worked on 
Natural Features Inventories for the Cities of Prineville and Damascus. 
 
Ryan Ruggiero   Natural Resources & Landscape Planner 
Project Role: Project Wetland Scientist 
Project Responsibilities: Wetlands documentation 
 
Ryan has over three years of experience conducting wetland determinations and 
delineations, writing wetland delineation reports, and working on other wetlands 
projects.  He played a key role in both the Clark County Regional Wetland Inventory and 
the Happy Valley Local Wetlands Inventory, engaging in spatial data collection and 
development, field verification, and documentation.  In addition, he has been a major 
contributor on several recent wetland mitigation projects including the Mirror Lake and 
East Fork Minnow Creek Wetland Mitigation Banks (ODOT) and the Coho Creek 
Relocation Project at the Hoonah Airport in Hoonah, Alaska (ADOT).  He has also 
conducted wetland field work and historical research in support of expert testimony in a 
recent court case.  Mr. Ruggiero has an extensive background in ecology, botany, and 
Geographic Information Systems. 
  
 
Analisa Gunnell  Chief Cartographer and GIS Analyst 
Project Role: Senior GIS Analyst 
Project Responsibilities:  
 
Analisa has 5 years of professional GIS and Cartographic experience.  Her recent 
experience includes data creation, compilation and mapping for the Corvallis Natural 
Features Inventory and West Linn Goal 5 Inventory.  Both studies were led by 
Winterbrook and included Local Wetland Inventories.  She worked extensively with the 
Oregon Department of State Lands to ensure that all wetland data created for both 
inventories met the DSL adopted guidelines and rules for conducting LWIs within urban 
growth boundaries.  Analisa also conducted all GIS analysis, data compilation, and map 
composition for the Sandy Basin Habitat Conservation Plan.  Data compilation  and 
assistance in the development of an iterative tool for selecting the key watersheds to 
anchor the regional salmon recovery efforts in Western Oregon and Washington.  Data 
creation, compilation, management and creation of maps focusing on ownership, tree 
density and size, as well as data discrepancy between agencies for specified salmon 
anchor habitats within Oregon and Washington.  Before coming to Ecotrust, Analisa was 
contracted by the Bureau of Land Management to help develop a complete data set for all 
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This is a preliminary map, thus data
shown is subject to change without 
notice. Data was compiled from a 
variety of sources.  Map created by 
Ecotrust June, 2007
S O I L  I N V E N T O R Y -  F I G U R E  2
Projection:
State Plane Oregon North FIPS 3601
Datum NAD83
Damascus Natura l  






Urban Growth Boundary -
Metro, 2007
Streams - Winterbrook Planning, 
2007






Soil data - SSURGO 
Map unit Soil series Slope
1A Aloha silt loam 0-3%
3 Amity silt loam 0-3%
7B Borges silty clay loam 0-8%
8B, C, D 0-8, 8-15, 15-30%
13B, C, D, E Cascade silt loam 3-8, 8-15, 15-30, 30-60%
14C, D, E Cascade silt loam, stony 3-15, 15-30, 30-60%
19 0-3%
23B Cornelius silt loam 3-8%
30C 3-12%
36B, C Hardscrabble silt loam 2-7, 7-20%
41 0-3%




70B, C, D Powell silt loam 0-8, 8-15, 15-30%
71B, C 3-8, 8-15%
73 0-3%
76B, C Salem silt loam 0-7, 7-12%
77B Salem gravelly silt loam 0-7%
78B, C, D, E 3-8, 8-15, 15-30, 30-60%
83 0-3%
84 0-3%
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Map shows significant Riparian Corridors 
and Wildlife Habitats, based on significance 
evaluation factors recommended by the 
Damascus Natural Features TST.  
Impact Areas are defined as the entire 
watershed located outside the resource 
areas for each site, as recommended by 
the Damascus Natural Features TST.
This is a preliminary map, thus data
shown is subject to change without 
notice. Data was compiled from a variety 
of sources.  Map Created by Ecotrust
June, 2007.
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Projection:
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This is a preliminary map, thus data
shown is subject to change without 
notice. Data was compiled from a 
variety of sources.  Map created by 
Ecotrust June, 2007
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Urban Growth Boundary -
Metro, 2007
Streams - Winterbrook Planning, 
2007
Damascus City - Metro, 2007
Watershed Boundary-
Winterbrook Planning, 2007
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2 2 4
Groundwater Drinking 
Source Areas-DEQ
Limited Groundwater Area-
OWRD


